ABSTRACT: An alternative method for analyzing proteins is proposed. Currently, protein search engines available on the internet utilize domains (predefined sequences of amino acids) to align proteins. The method presented converts a protein sequence with the use of 1200 numeric codes that represent a unique three-amino-acid protein sequence. Each numeric code starts with one of three specific amino acids, followed by any two additional amino acids. With the use of the FPC (FingerPrinted Contig) program, the total protein database (including "redundant" records) from the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) has been processed and placed into "bins/contigs" based on associations of these triplet codes. When analyzed with FPC, proteins are "contigged" together based on the number of shared fragments, regardless of order. These associations were supported by additional analysis with the standard BLASTP utility from NCBI. Within the created contig sets, there are numerous examples of proteins (allotypes and orthotypes) that have evolved into different, seemingly unrelated proteins. The power of this domain-free technique has yet to be explored; however, the ability to bin proteins together with no a priori knowledge of domains may prove a powerful tool in the characterization of the hundreds of thousands of available, yet undescribed expressed protein and open reading frame sequences.
INTRODUCTION
The accelerating speed of protein discovery based on sequence analysis has created two problems. Millions of bits of genetic code are downloaded onto public-access databases every day [1] , increasing the time required to search these databases. The number of perfect or nearperfect hits a user's query might yield [2] make the accuracy [3] and form of the information provided critical for further investigation.
Several protein analysis tools are available on the world wide web. The most common tool is the Basic Local Alignment Search Tool, or BLAST [4] [5] [6] . Performing a BLAST search, however, gives the stereotypical best hits based on a given sequence. Other tools, such as PHI-BLAST [7] and * Author to whom correspondence should be addressed.
Longest Increasing Subsequence [8] , have been presented to help solve this problem.
Distantly related proteins are now commonly grouped using Position-Specific Iterated BLAST (PSI-BLAST) [6] , which utilizes well-described [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] position-specific score matrices (PSSM)/hidden Markov models (HMM).
The initial goal of protein fingerprinting was to graphically illustrate what is not the same from one similar protein to another. To facilitate this, proteins were disassembled into incomplete triplet amino acid sets (1200 of 8000 possible combinations) based on the starting amino acid being a tryptophan (W), cysteine (C), or histidine (H).
The analysis software most commonly available and designed to illustrate similarity in a simple format is FingerPrinted Contig, or FPC [24, 25] , with version 6 being used to perform all calculations reported.
A series of computational steps were performed to translate FASTA formatted proteins into FPC bands file format. Because it is incomplete and based on the relatively rare W, C, and H residues [26] , this translation allowed great latitude for change within a protein to occur while still maintaining similarity.
A key advantage for this processing style is that the parameters can be changed by the user; for example, instead of W, C, and H, the user could specify I, F, and D, as the key amino acids. This ability to change the "key" amino acids and the ability of the FPC program to order and present proteins give the end user great flexibility. Essentially, each user can create his or her own domains and query the nonredundant protein database by using these new "domains."
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The entire nonredundant protein database from the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) was downloaded in Fasta format. Using Java, the 1.2-M nonredundant proteins file was processed to remove all identification but the "gi" identifying number and all interprotein text modifications (line feeds) and replace the selected triplets with a numeric code ( Replacement of an amino acid is nonoverlapping and begins with the first occurrence of a W, C, or H and ends two amino acids later; thus the sequence "WWWRIT" yields the triplet "111 (WWW)" not "111 (WWW) + 1102 (WWR) + 10203 (WRI)." Any amino acids not included in a triplet are ignored by the conversion program.
A programming limit resulted in an error in 6 of 1200 coding sequences. This error occurs when CL or LC is Table 1 . Triplet codes used to replace protein sequence.
First
Second and third positions
As each unique FASTA record is processed, an occurrence of "W," "C," or "H" triggers the replacement of that residue with a 1, 2, or 3, then the following two amino acids are replaced according to the second and third position numeric values.
in the second and third positions and produces the code number "#222." This sequence has occurred 45,011 times in this dataset (1222, 2222, or 3222 "band" size). Because this association will be correct in half of its occurrences, this is a 3 in 1200 chance or 0.25% error (the actual error rate is (45,011/2)/13,440,227 = 0.00167). This error will be corrected as a Windows-based interface is developed. Identification of proteins with the "gi" reference number was necessary to account for limited name field size. Because of fixed-width data acquisition, some additional characters may appear after the protein ID, most commonly the " " symbol.
With a dual 2.0-GHz processor computer with Linux 7.0 and version 6 of FPC, the processing time required to incrementally build or update the dataset of 800,000 proteins is usually 6-10 days. However, immediate queries of the data are possible without the creation of contigs and may more accurately reflect day-to-day usage of this dataset.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A histogram of triplet frequency is shown in Figure 1 , and a count of individual amino acids from 1 million random proteins in the initial dataset appears in Table 2 .
As expected, the number of "bands" produced for each triplet increases with the overall frequency of the residue. The least frequent combination (750) was "124," corresponding to a "WCM" triplet; the most abundant combination was "32222," corresponding to "HLL."
A brief summary of the resulting data is presented in Table 3 . The number of clones in contigs reflects a requirement for a multiple-step process in the integration of clones into contigs.
Examples of the contigs produced are shown in 
In all, 331,443,618 amino acids were counted. an illustration of highly related proteins from prokaryotes grouping together. Figure 3 , Contig 29051, represents multiple bone morphogenesis proteins from several organisms and is an illustration of highly related proteins (including alternatively spliced isoforms) from eukaryotes contigging together. Descriptions of each protein were manually placed in the "Remarks" fields of clones from two sample contigs in the resulting FPC record. The NCBI protein record gi5902813 was chosen for further investigation based on its location within FPC contig 29051 ( Fig. 3) and is well described [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] . This record describes a protein-encoding locus that can induce cartilage formation in vivo and is reported to be identical to the secreted metalloprotease procollogen C proteinase (PCP). Expression of the BMP1 gene includes alternatively spliced variants that share N-terminal protease domains but may have varied C-terminal regions. An additional similarity investigation based on this record is shown in Figure 4 .
As previously mentioned, protein similarity searching is also supported within the FPC program. By selecting the single-clone hitting tool, it is possible to search the entire dataset for matches, regardless of contig. The protein Table 4 . Comparison of output from FPC, NCBI tBLASTn, and ExPASy BLAST for the random protein gi5902813 from the middle of contig 29051 (Fig. 3) gi5902813 from contig 29051 was used to test FPC, NCBI, and SwissProt search output. The top three hits from each search are listed in the same record is shown in Figure 4a and b. Matches reported by FPC but not in the limited output from NCBI are compared with the use of NCBI BLASTp to obtain an e value for the pair, which is reported in Figure 4c .
CONCLUSIONS
The general frequency of each of the three initial amino acid residues (W, C, H) in different organisms [26] is supported by Table 2 . Triplet WCM is the least represented in the dataset with 754 occurrences, and is closely followed by WWC (847) and CMW (867). The triplet system allows major changes to occur without separating similar proteins because it measures less than 15% of the possible triplet combinations (1200 of 8000) within the proteins. The actual number is much lower than this; once frequency within proteins is accounted for, there is less than a 6% chance any random amino acid will be one of the three initial amino acids required to start encoding a triplet; 1.3% (W) + 1.9% (C) + 2.35% (H) = 5.6% (percentages from Table 2 ).
The processing time required to build (create contigs) is very high, usually 6-10 days. In addition, with a single cpu small steps in cutoff value are required to prevent crashing. These problems can be alleviated by applying greater computing power or designing new analysis software.
Using the single clone hitting utility in FPC requires no contig building step and yields data comparable to that of a BLAST search, with single clone searches providing accurate matches even at a cutoff of 1 e −10 . The two programs provide similar results at high e/cutoff values, but lower values from FPC do not correspond to those of NCBI, indicating either a loss in accuracy at low cutoff from FPC or incomplete similarities from NCBI.
Based on the example contigs and search comparisons, this method of protein analysis accurately portrays associations between proteins. The true power of this process lies in its flexibility and its ability to deal with changing primary structure.
The ability to compare, "bin," and present proteins based on different parameters may help answer serious questions about whether (or when) an open reading frame is actually expressed by comparing with expressed proteins and therefore may help to elucidate protein relationships.
The analysis technique presented may help answer several questions: How many unique proteins are expressed by all organisms? How many proteins are unique to each organism? Is the existence of similar proteins in different organisms de facto evidence of necessity? Can phylogenetic relationships be determined on a gross scale with the use of varied protein sequence comparisons? The ability to "bin" proteins together with this flexible technique could lead to new insights into all of the above questions and forms the basis for further investigation.
Further work is continuing to create similar analysis procedures based on quadruplet codes. Full clone descriptions and customized analysis tools for the Windows environment will also be incorporated. Although originally designed for presentation with the FPC program, a new interface designed to fully utilize advantages of this analysis technique is being developed.
The goal of this research is to provide investigators with a local, effective tool that allows modification of the analysis process itself to fit the unique structure of the protein being analyzed.
The JAVA code required to create the FPC file is available from the author.
